
Do you need additional teaching 
resources? Check out Out of My Mind 
Book Unit on Teachers pay Teachers. 
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Instructions 
Preparation 
 
Students will work in partners, so you will need to print one “Communication Board” plus the requests slips for every two 
students. 
Cut the strips apart. 
 
Activity 
 
1. One student will randomly draw a request slip from the stack. 
2. The student will read the strip without showing his/her partner 
3. The student will then try to make the request using only the “Communication Board” with no verbal instructions. 
 
This can be made into a game by having giving one point of each attempt until the partner figures out the request. The 
partner with the fewest requests is the winner. 
 
Discussion: 
Which questions were the most difficult? 
How did you feel when you couldn’t make your partner understand your request? 
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I need Mom to take me to the 
bathroom. 

I want to watch cartoons on 
television. 

I want two cookies and 
chocolate milk. 

I want to listen to my favorite 
audiobook. 

Can Dad pick up pizza on the 
way home from work? 

I want orange juice, eggs, and 
toast for breakfast. 

I want to go to McDonalds with 
my friends. 

I need a cough drop. 

I want water before I go to 
bed. 

I want to go to bed at 9:00. 

I want to play video games 
with my sister. 

Turn the television off. 
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Communication Board 

fries 

more 

sleepy sister sick 

hamburger pizza chicken audio book friends bathroom 

milk water juice television Mom 

Yes 
cake ice cream cookie game Dad 

No 
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